ADVENTURES IN FAMOUS PLACES

PACKED FULL OF ACTIVITIES AND OVER 250 STICKERS

This little squirrel is hiding in every main sticker scene. Can you find him?
Count how many ships and boats there are bobbing in the water. Can you see the people sunbathing in Dubai?
Famous World

Wow! This is a map of the world. It shows all the famous places in your book.

There's a flag for each famous place you'll be exploring. Find the matching stickers at the end of your book and stick them in the right places.
READY TO GO!
Make an adventure pass to explore famous places!
Write your name and age, draw your picture, and then add your country stamp stickers.

My Famous Adventure Pass

Name

Age

Famous Places Postcard

Draw something famous on the postcard. Then write the name of someone to send your postcard to.

Don't forget to draw a stamp!
Canada is famous for Justin Bieber, the CN Tower, and a multitude of moose, maple trees, and Mounties.

Moose are huge deer with wide antlers and big hooves that work like snow boots. Beware – a moose is on the loose!

It's cold! This girl needs a warm, woolly hat and scarf. Can you give her a hot drink too?

Mounties are policemen who often ride horses and wear campaign hats with a flat brim. Their uniforms are called red serge – easy to see when they surge ahead.
Welcome to London! There’s just enough time for afternoon tea before we visit a castle called the Tower.

Police officers in the UK wear tall, pointed helmets with crisp black tunics. They are also called Bobbies, after Sir Robert Peel, who started the police force.

Londoners speak 300 languages, so you can always find someone to talk to, whatever your nationality.

Stick your stamps on the letter and parcels before you send them.

Her Majesty The Queen
Buckingham Palace
London
SW1A 1AA
Welcome to the land of fire and ice, where the summer sun shines all night long. Iceland is famous for icy glaciers, erupting volcanoes, seabirds called puffins, and the spectacular Northern Lights.

Puffins are funny-looking black and white birds with decorated beaks and bright orange legs.

When a volcano erupts, it produces ash clouds and burning-hot lava that turns into black rock as it cools down.

Use your stickers to feed the puffins some fish.

Ride a horse across rocky black lava fields. It's time to rock and roll!